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1. HEADLINE FINDINGS 

Busy summer for the Welsh tourism industry 

1.1 Tourism businesses in Wales have enjoyed a successful summer. Two in five (40%) have 

received more visitors than last summer, and a similar proportion (39%) have received the 

same level. 

1.2 A wide variety of reasons have been given for the busy summer. The most frequent reasons 

are ‘own marketing’ (23% of businesses with increased visitors) and ‘more British people 

staying in the UK’ (16%). 

 

Attractions & activity providers benefiting from their own marketing 

1.3 Over half (56%) of attractions & activity providers have had more visitors than last summer – 

the highest proportion of any industry sector. Own marketing is thought to have played a key 

part in this. Two in five (40%) attractions & activity providers receiving increased visitors cite 

this as a reason for being busier. 

 

All regions of Wales have enjoyed a good summer 

1.4 All four regions of Wales (North, Mid, SW, SE) have seen increased visitor levels on balance. 

The South East in particular has performed strongly, with nearly half (46%) of businesses 

receiving more visitors, and a third (32%) receiving the same level. 

 

High confidence for the remainder of the year 

1.5 Following a busy summer, operators are feeling confident for the remainder of the year. Over 

a quarter (28%) say they are feeling ‘very confident’ and over half (54%) are ‘fairly confident’. 

 

Themed years – action is most common among attractions & activity providers 

1.6 About half (56%) of businesses are aware of Visit Wales’ themed year for 2017, ‘Year of 

Legends’, and a similar proportion (54%) are aware of last year’s theme, ‘Year of Adventure’.  

1.7 One quarter (25%) of the businesses aware of either theme (or 14% of the whole sample) 

have undertaken any activity to tie in with a theme. 

1.8 Awareness and action are both much higher among attractions & activity providers. Three in 

four (76%) are aware of at least one theme, and over half (54%) of those aware have 

undertaken an activity to tie in with a theme. 
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Year of the Sea 

1.9 About a quarter (23%) of operators are aware that the 2018 themed year is the ‘Year of the 

Sea’. About half (48%) of those aware (or 11% of the whole sample) are planning an activity 

for this theme. 

1.10 Awareness and action are both much higher among attractions & activity providers. Close to 

half (45%) are aware of the Year of the Sea, and two thirds (64%) of those aware are 

planning to undertake an activity to tie in with it. 

1.11 Intended action is also much higher among businesses in a seaside location, whereby most 

(72%) of those aware of the theme intend to do an activity. This compares to 38% of 

businesses not in a seaside location. 
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2. QUALITATIVE FINDINGS 

2.1 We have conducted depth interviews over the telephone with key tourism figures across 

various organisations and bodies across Wales. The main findings are discussed below. 

 

A very good early summer, but August has been challenging 

2.2 June and July were excellent for many and even record breaking for some. However, 

business has been slower in August.   

“Early summer was very good. June and July were excellent. July was a record 
breaking month for some. August hasn’t been as good as some hoped.” 

 
“Overall the summer has been very good, but I know some have had a challenging 

end to the summer.” 
 

Steady progress in the last two years 

2.3 Industry leaders feel there has been a steady increase in business in the last two years. 

Overall, this year has been positive and last year was also generally considered a success. 

“I think we have had an improvement again this year. Generally, the last two years 
have been very good.” 

 
“This summer has been good and better than last year. Last year was better than the 

year before, so there has been steady progress in the last year or two.” 
 

Progress is a cause for optimism, but many are wary of the uncertainty 

2.4 Given this current trend, most would be very optimistic looking forward to next year. 

However, the looming uncertainty means that many are keeping their feet on the ground. 

“We should be very confident looking forward. But it’s probably more conservatism 
because of the uncertainty. Certainly no pessimism though.” 

 
“People are mostly positive looking ahead. We have had two good years, and 

although there’s uncertainty, I think we will do well again.” 
 

Value for money, staycations and quality attractions are attracting visitors 

2.5 Industry leaders say that the weaker pound is affecting tourism. On the positive side, it 

makes the UK relatively cheaper for holidays, but on the negative side, some businesses are 

experiencing increased costs. However, industry leaders also comment on a growing quality 

of attractions in Wales, as well as increased presence. 

“Lots of new – quality – attractions, shops and hotels are opening. Wales is becoming 
a premium destination for some; we are attracting a wide range of tourists.” 
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“We have new attractions that attract people from far and wide, such as Zip World. 
But Wales is also being advertised more. More people seem to know about Wales.”  

 

2.6 One industry leader  feels that whatever happens, the Welsh Government sees tourism as a 

priority and that the sector will be supported: 

“Regardless of what happens, it’s good that the Welsh Government sees tourism as 
a priority and are spending money on attracting visitors” 

 

Visit Wales’ themed years have put Wales on the map 

2.7 Industry leaders feel that the themed years advertise Wales well and help demonstrate what 

Wales has to offer. Some even try and tap into this by co-ordinating activities around the 

themed year. 

“People see the advertising and it reminds them to come to Wales. It keeps Wales 
fresh and relevant.” 

 
“The themed years help focus people’s minds on what Wales is about. The touring 

dragons have made people want to visit those castles.” 
 

“We look for opportunities to tailor events to the themed years” 
 

“We co-ordinate any media visits with the themed years. It helps to link our region 
with the wider Visit Wales advertising.” 

 

Some feel that Visit Wales should liaise with those on the ground well in advance 

2.8 Some are even looking ahead to the Year of Discovery [2019] and appreciate if meetings 

with Visit Wales are held well in advance. 

“We have already done our work for the Year of Sea. We are mostly looking at the 
Year of Discovery.” 

 
“These are great. But any meetings with us need to be done well in advance to have 

time to prepare.” 
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3. BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 

What is the Wales Tourism Business Barometer? 

3.1 The Wales Tourism Business Barometer is designed to give quick feedback on how the 

tourism industry in Wales is performing at key times during the year. The Survey has been 

running in various forms since 2005, and normally between two and five research ‘waves’ are 

conducted each year.  

3.2 This research wave relates to Summer 2017, with measurements also of expectations for the 

rest of the year.  

 

How is the Survey conducted?  

3.3 This Survey has been made available for online completion as an alternative to telephone, 

which prior to 2016 was the only method used. 

3.4 We have conducted 806 interviews by telephone, and the online survey distributed by area 

and sector partners has yielded an additional 52 responses. The overall sample of 858 

makes results of questions asked to everyone accurate to ±3.3%. 

3.5 The sample of 858 responses is reflective of the tourism industry in Wales and is shown 

below by sector and region: 

 

Sector / Region North Mid South West South East Total 

Serviced accom 102   47   74   63 286 

Self catering   95   56   95   42 288 

Caravan / campsites   39   14   21     6   80 

Hostels     8      8     8     9   33 

Attractions   25   13   20   28   86 

Restaurants / pubs / 

cafes 
    8   15     6   12   41 

Activity operators   15     8   14     7   44 

Total 292 161 238 167 858 

 

3.6 About three in five (58%) businesses in the sample are currently graded by Visit Wales and 

42% are not. The graded and non-graded samples are spread across the different regions 

and sectors except restaurants / pubs / cafes and activity operators, where grading is not 

applicable. Operators of restaurants, pubs and cafes have been selected in areas of high 

tourism footfall across different parts of Wales and have been asked to answer questions in 

the context of their tourist (i.e. non-local) customers. 
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3.7 All telephone interviews have been conducted with business owners or managers in August 

and early September. A copy of the questionnaire used is included as an appendix. 

 

Wave Wave name Timeframe 

Wave 1, 2016 Easter 26 March to April 10 

Wave 2, 2016 May/June half term May 28 to June 5 

Wave 3, 2016 Summer June to August 

Wave 4, 2016 Autumn September to early November 

Wave 1, 2017 Easter April 8 to April 23 

Wave 2, 2017 May/June half term May 27  to June 4 

Wave 3, 2017 Summer June to August 
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4. SUMMER PERFORMANCE 

PERFORMANCE BY SECTOR 

  

 

A good period for the industry 

4.1 The Welsh tourism industry has enjoyed a successful summer, with two in five (40%) 

businesses increasing their visitors compared to last summer. This has resulted in a buoyant 

mood. 

“Much stronger performance than last year” 
Serviced, South East 

 

“Substantial improvement on last year due to higher level of visitors, increased major 
events, better cost efficiency and stronger hotel team” 

Serviced, South East 

 

Attractions and activity providers benefiting from their own marketing 

4.2 Over half (56%) of attractions & activity providers have had more visitors than last summer. 

Own marketing is thought to have played a key part in this. Two in five (40%) attractions & 

activity providers receiving increased visitors cite this as a reason for being busier. 

“We have been focussing on our marketing through social media and word of mouth. 
Employees will promote the business and even people who have attended as 

guests.” 
Activity operator, South West 

4.3 It is also worth noting that this sector has been more active than any other in undertaking 

activities to tie in with Wales’ themed years. We discuss this in detail in Section 11. 
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visitors have you had this summer?"

More Same Fewer
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Serviced sector benefitting from online agents 

4.4 The serviced accommodation sector is up on balance. It appears that online booking agents 

(such as booking.com) have played a part, as about a quarter (23%) of those experiencing 

increased visitors cite this as a reason.  

“We have been busier because of online bookings through agents” 
Serviced, North  

 

Better weather has encouraged domestic holidaymakers to go camping  

4.5 Caravan & campsites have enjoyed a busy summer. Much of this is due to British people 

being drawn out by the weather. About two in five (38%) caravan & campsites increasing 

their visitors say that ‘more British people staying in the UK’ is a reason for being busier than 

last summer, and a further 28% cite ‘better weather’ as a reason. 

“We have had all British visitors this summer” 
Caravan park, South West 

 

A more testing summer for some restaurants, pubs and cafes 

4.6 This sector has the highest proportion (34%) of businesses citing fewer customers this 

summer. Reasons are specific to particular areas. 

“Last year was the Rugby World Cup so there was an influx of business in the area 
with people flocking to the stadium. This year was a little slower in comparison.” 

Pub, South East 
 

“The council allowed many new businesses to the area this year and lots of them are 
chain restaurants. The money does not stay in the area and the competition is very 

strong.” 
Restaurant, South West 
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PERFORMANCE TREND 

 

 

A good summer on the back of another good summer 

4.7 Movements in visitor numbers are tracked each wave, as outlined in the above chart. 

4.8 This shows how well the industry has performed this summer: 40% of businesses have 

increased their visitor numbers compared to summer 2016, which in itself was a much better 

summer than 2015.  
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5. PERFORMANCE BY REGION 

  

 

All regions of Wales have enjoyed a good summer 

5.1 All four regions of Wales have seen increased visitor levels on balance. 

“We’ve seen an overall increase in visitors and the money has gone back into the 
Park” 

Caravan park, North  

 

Events have drawn visitors to South East Wales 

5.2 The South East in particular has performed strongly, with nearly half (46%) of businesses 

receiving more visitors. About a quarter (24%) of businesses experiencing an increase cite 

‘events in the area’ as a reason – especially sporting events and pop concerts. 

“Sporting events such as the Champions’ League Final and large pop concerts have 
boosted business” 

Serviced, South East 
 

“We’ve had a lot more concerts in the area such as Coldplay and Justin Bieber” 
Restaurant, Cardiff 
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6. REASONS FOR INCREASED VISITOR LEVELS 

  

 

Wide range of reasons for increased visitors – variation by sector 

6.1 A wide range of reasons have been given for increasing visitor levels this summer, and 

results vary by sector. Below we show the most frequent reason given for increasing visitors 

within each sector: 

 Serviced accommodation – Increased bookings through online agent (23%) 

 Self-catering – Own marketing (20%) 

 Caravan & campsites – More British people staying in the UK (38%) 

 Hostels – Repeat business (31%) and own marketing (31%) 

 Attractions & activity providers – Own marketing (40%) 

 Restaurants / pubs / cafes – Events in the area (27%) and better weather (27%) 
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7. REASONS FOR DECREASED VISITOR LEVELS 

  

 

Seaside and rural areas are more vulnerable to bad weather 

7.1 The weather in Wales has been quite mixed during the summer, and it has been cited both 

as a positive and a negative factor on visitor numbers.  

7.2 Sometimes the effect of the weather depends on where a business is based. About a third 

(32%) of businesses in rural and seaside locations which have seen decreased visitor levels 

cite the weather as a reason. This compares to a lower proportion (23%) of businesses 

located in towns and cities. 

“A quieter summer – all because of the weather” 
Caravan park, North (seaside) 

 
“We’ve had a lot more concerts this year and more people have been visiting the city 

centre” 
Restaurant, South East (Cardiff) 
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8. PROFITABILITY 

  

 

Profitability results broadly in line with visitor levels 

8.1 Profitability is up on balance, with more businesses seeing an increase than a decrease. The 

overall results are similar to Q2 (visitor levels), suggesting that margins have probably been 

maintained quite well and the increased visitors have not just been achieved with discounted 

rates. 

“Gross profits are up. We have invested in improving facilities.” 
Caravan park, South East 

 

“Profitability is slightly up because we’ve raised our prices slightly” 
Self-catering operator, North 

 

Margin vs volume in the serviced sector 

8.2 The serviced accommodation sector may be an exception to this in that profitability has not 

kept up with increased visitor levels in the same way. As we discussed earlier in the reasons 

for being busier, the use of online booking agents is the most commonly cited factor. When 

deciding on whether to use online agents, businesses are choosing between volume and 

margin. 

“We’re taking more bookings but there’s a great commission to booking.com. It’s 
about £3,000 – 4,000 per month.” 

Serviced, South East 

“People are using booking agencies. We’re not with one, so we’re not getting the 
same level of guests.” 

Serviced, North 
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Restaurants / pubs / cafes have managed profitability well 

8.3 The restaurant / pub / cafe sector has had mixed results in terms of visitor levels this 

summer, but it is one of the strongest performing sectors on profitability change.  

 

PROFITABILITY TRENDS 

 

 

 

Profitability is up, even when compared to a good summer  

8.4 The overall profitability this summer is up when compared to summer 2016, which in turn was 

a very good summer compared to 2015.  

“We’ve managed to get better supplier prices so our profits are up” 
Activity operator, South West 
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9. EXPECTATIONS AND CONFIDENCE FOR THE SUMMER 

EXPECTATIONS BY SECTOR 

 

  

 

Moderate to good expectations for the rest of the year 

9.1 Autumn and winter are not typically a time that operators express high expectations about 

because they know their busiest period is now behind them. Nevertheless, on balance the 

rest of the year is expected to fare better than the same period in 2016. 

“Bookings are good for the rest of the year” 
Caravan park, South West 

 
“We’re fully booked over Christmas, November, busy all year round” 

Hostel, Mid 

 

Attractions & activity operators are particularly positive 

9.2 Attractions & activity operators have quite high expectations for the rest of the year. Some 

talk about being weather dependent but others are proactive in organising events to attract 

visitors. 

“We are doing our best and we try to create new events and workshops every year” 
Attraction, South East  
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EXPECTATIONS TREND 

 

 

 

Expectations are seasonal 

9.3 Expectations are higher in the spring, when operators are looking forward to becoming 

busier. In contrast, operators lower their expectations when the summer has gone, even 

though expectations are always asked in comparison to the equivalent period the year 

before. 
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CONFIDENCE BY SECTOR 

 

  

 

Good level of confidence across all sectors 

9.4 A good summer has helped operators in all sectors to feel confident about business for the 

rest of the year. 

“We’re hoping for a very good September and October” 
Hostel, Mid 

 
“We are weather-dependent but we have added new events and workshops so we 

are hoping for the best if the weather is on our side” 
Attraction, South East 

 

More big events coming to Cardiff 

9.5 Some operators in Cardiff are confident about the autumn because of more major events 

coming to the city, including the autumn rugby internationals and the Anthony Joshua world 

title fight (on October 28). 

“We’re expecting other big events at the [Principality] Stadium. There’s the autumn 
internationals and also the boxing.” 

Restaurant, South East 
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CONFIDENCE TREND 

 

 

 

Confidence is seasonal 

9.6 Confidence tends to be higher when operators are looking forward to the summer (especially 

in wave 2), and lower when the autumn and winter lie ahead (waves 3 and 4). Nevertheless, 

the proportion of operators feeling confident still greatly outweighs those not feeling 

confident. 

9.7 The industry also comprises a large number of ‘lifestyle’ businesses where tourism is not the 

main source of income for the owners. Some do not get overly concerned about how many 

bookings they receive outside of peak season. 

“We’re a lifestyle business, not for profit” 
Hostel, Mid 

 
“If we do decide to open we will get bookings” 

Serviced, South East 
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10. YEAR OF ADVENTURE AND YEAR OF LEGENDS 

AWARENESS OF THEMED YEARS 

  

 

Over half are aware of themed years 

10.1 Over half (58%) of operators are aware of at least one themed year. Those who are aware of 

either the Year of Adventure or Year of Legends are usually aware of both.  

10.2 Overall, 42% are not aware of either. There is a much lower level of awareness in the 

restaurants / pubs / cafes sector (20%), which could be targeted further by Visit Wales. 

10.3 In contrast, around three quarters (76%) of attractions & activity providers are aware of at 

least one themed year. 
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SOURCE OF AWARENESS 

  

Q11 has been asked to those who have heard of at least one themed year in Q10 

 

Emails and newsletters are a key form of communication 

10.4 Nearly half (47%) of all respondents who have heard of at least one themed year say that 

they were made aware of it via an email or newsletter from Visit Wales. This is by far the 

most commonly-reported means of bringing the themed years to the attention of tourism 

businesses. 

 

But not everyone receives them 

10.5 Some respondents say that they would like to have received information from Visit Wales. 

They would like the communication to raise awareness of the themed years with suggestions 

on how to best act on each year. 

“I do not get any emails from Visit Wales about the themed years. I only know about 
the themes because I visit the Visit Wales website myself.” 

Self catering, South West 
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Other routes are less prominent 

10.6 There are lots of other ways awareness has been raised, including information from local 

tourism associations and local authorities (19%), television or other advertising for Wales 

(13%) and social media platforms (13%). 

10.7 Others have heard about the themed years through newspapers, friends and family. 

“I read about it in a national paper” 
Caravan / campsite 

 
“My husband told me” 
Caravan / campsite 

 

THEMED YEARS ACTIVITY  

  

Q12 has been asked to those who have heard of at least one themed year in Q10 

 

Action is highest among attractions & activity providers 

10.8 One quarter (25%) of the businesses aware of either theme (or 14% of the whole sample) 

have undertaken any activity to tie in with a theme. Those who have taken action have 

usually done so for both years. 

10.9 Action is highest among attractions & activity providers, whereby over half (54%) of those 

aware (or 41% of the whole sample) have undertaken an activity to tie in with a theme. 

10.10 More could be done to encourage businesses to include the themed years in their 

promotional activity and events, which is discussed later in this report. 

  

19%

18%

75%

Yes - Year of  Legends

Yes - Year of  Adventure

No

Q12 (IF AWARE) "Did you undertake any additional or 
specific activity to tie in with the Year of Adventure or 

Year of Legends?"

Base: 494 
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10.11 The table below shows the full details of awareness and action levels by sector: 

 

Sector / Region 

% aware of 

themed 

years 

% taking 

action 

Attractions & activity operators 76% 41% 

Hostels 58% 18% 

Serviced accom 53% 12% 

Self catering 61%   8% 

Caravan / campsites 50%   6% 

Restaurants / pubs / cafes 20%   5% 

Total 58% 14% 

N.B. The percentages taking action are based on the whole sample, not just those aware 

 

No differences by region 

10.12 There are no significant differences by region regarding whether businesses have taken 

action or not. The only difference in awareness is that 46% of South East Wales businesses 

are aware of themed years, which compares to 60% of businesses in the rest of Wales.  
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ACTIVITY UNDERTAKEN 

  

Q13 has been asked to those who have undertaken additional activity (Q12) 

 

Promoting to customers 

10.13 From including messages in their marketing to talking to customers or being involved in 

special events and activities, there are lots of way that businesses have engaged with the 

Year of Adventure and the Year of Legends. 

“We promoted an event for the Year of Legends, ran themes with King Arthur's table 
and were able to advertise more on social media and promote the event” 

Serviced accommodation, South East 
 

“We included giveaways with the year of adventure to customers” 
Activity operator, Mid 

 
“Released plenty of information to tie in with the year of Legends such as on the 

Mabinogion” 
Activity operator, North 

 

  

39%

35%

30%

26%

15%

14%

3%

Included message in own marketing 
materials

Told my customers about it

Organised a special event / activity

Produced specif ic visitor information

Participated in special event, activity 
or promotion organised by others

Included VW branding / digital 
banners on promotional materials

Other

Q13 (IF ACTION) "What additional or specific activity 
did you undertake?"

Base: 122 
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REASONS FOR NOT UNDERTAKING ACTIVITIES 

  

Q14 had been asked to those who have not undertaken additional activity (Q12) 

 

Perceived lack of relevance 

10.14 Of those who have not undertaken any additional activity, 44% say that the themes are/were 

not relevant to their business. 

“This will be the second year in a row that we will not be able to incorporate any of 
their themed years into our advertising, which is a shame. The themes should be 

made relevant to all business in all areas.” 
Activity operator, Mid 

 
“I feel they are not necessarily very relevant to our business” 

Self catering, Mid 
 

“Seems like a good idea for tourism in general but not very relevant to my business” 
Self catering, South East 

 

 

 

  

44%

27%

22%

7%

2%

1%

6%

Themes not relevant to my 
business

Didn't need to - happy with 
business as it is

Did not have the time

Didn't know what to do

Did not have enough notice

Winding the business down

Other

Q14 (IF NO ACTION) "Why did you not undertake any 
additional or specific activity?"

Base: 372 
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LEVEL OF IMPACT 

  

Q15 has been asked to those who are aware of either themed year (Q10) 

 

About a quarter of those aware have seen benefits 

10.15 About one quarter (23%) of respondents who are aware of at least one themed say that it has 

benefitted their business. In particular, 42% of attractions and activity operators say that the 

Year of Adventure or the Year of Legends has been good for business, as do a third (32%) of 

hostels. 

 

Taking action reaps rewards 

10.16 On the whole, businesses need to be proactive if they are to see and recognise benefits from 

themed years. Half (50%) of those who have taken action have seen their business benefit 

(this is split 8% ‘very positive’ / 42% ‘fairly positive’). 

“Our promotional activity may have led to more customers” 
Self-catering, South East 

 

  

3%

20%

75%

1%

1%

Very positive

Fairly positive

Neither positive nor negative

Fairly negative

Very negative

Q15 (IF AWARE) "To what extent do you feel your 
business has benefitted from the Year of Adventure 

or the Year of Legends?"

Base: 494 
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 

  

N.B. Q16 has been asked only to those who have benefited from the themed years (Q15), not the whole sample 

 

Increased visitors is the biggest benefit 

10.17 Two thirds (66%) of those who have benefited from the themed years say that they have 

seen more visitors. When re-based for the whole survey sample, 9% of tourism businesses in 

Wales say they have seen more visitors as a result of themed years. This is the most 

frequently cited benefit in every sector and in every region of Wales. 

 

Boost for Wales 

10.18 About one in six (16%) respondents say the themed years are good for Wales as a whole. 

The themed years are more likely to have an effect on visitors’ and potential visitors’ 

perceptions of Wales as it becomes more top of mind for a short break or holiday. This then 

benefits individual businesses in the longer term. 

“It does not really affect me directly yet but it is great for Wales as a tourist 
destination and it will eventually bring more people to Wales” 

Serviced accommodation, South West 
 

“The TV adverts and national advertising of the themed years help promote Wales on 
a bigger stage” 

Attraction, South West 

  

66%

20%

16%

2%

12%

Increased visitors

More satisf ied visitors

Good for Wales in general

Longer stays

Other

Q16 (IF BENEFITED) "In what way(s) has your 
business benefited?" (Unprompted)

Base: 113 
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11. YEAR OF SEA 

 

 

Quite low awareness of the Year of Sea 

11.1 Overall, there is fairly low awareness (23%) of next year’s theme – Year of Sea. With a few 

months to go until 2018, more could be done to raise knowledge and engagement within the 

tourism industry. 

11.2 However, attractions and activity operators are ahead of other sectors, with 45% knowing 

next year’s theme. 

11.3 At the other end of the scale are the restaurants / pubs / cafes, which do not have any 

awareness of the Year of Sea. 

 

  

45%

33%

20%

19%
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23%

55%
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80%

81%

85%

100%

77%
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PLANNED ACTIVITY  

  

Q18 has been asked to those who are aware of the Year of Sea (Q17) 

 

Action more likely in seaside locations 

11.4 Most (72%) operators in a seaside location who aware of the theme intend to do an activity. 

This compares to 38% of businesses not in a seaside location. 

 

Variety of planned activities 

11.5 Attractions and activity operators are the most likely of any sector to plan some kind of 

activity – two in three (64%) of those aware intend to do something.  

“We will work with the canal systems and tie in with other events near the seaside” 
Attraction, South East 

 
“We will host an exhibition on our local pirate.” 

Attraction, South East 
 
11.6 Along with including messages and branding in marketing materials some operators are 

planning a more hands-on approach to next year’s theme. 

“I am planning to follow up on my project with the local council to make our beach 
accessible for handicapped people” 

Self catering, South West 

 

14%

13%

12%

7%

5%

11%

52%

3%

Include messages in marketing material 
/ website

Organise a special event or activity

Participate in special event, activity or 
promotion organised by others

Produce specif ic visitor information

Include the branding / digital banners on 
promotional materials

Not sure yet

Nothing

Other

Q18 (IF AWARE) "What activity, if any, are you 
planning to do, or are keen to do for the Year of 

Sea?"

Base: 195 
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“We are planning a joint venture with water sports providers since we are only two 
miles from the sea” 

Caravan park, South West 

 

Want to do something – but not sure what 

11.7 Around one in ten (11%) say they will be undertaking some kind of activity for the Year of 

Sea, but do not know what form that will take. This is more so the case for businesses near 

the seaside (19%). 

“I don't know what we're going to be doing for the Year of Sea yet, but we're hoping 
to do something for it” 

Activity operator, South West 
 

“About to have a meeting next week about what we will do for Year of Sea” 
Activity operator, South West 

 

REASONS FOR NO PLANNED ACTIVITY  

  

Q19 has been asked to those who are not planning activity (Q18) 

 

Geography plays a part in engagement 

11.8 More than half (56%) of businesses who are not planning any activity to tie into the Year of 

Sea, say that it is because it’s not relevant to their business. This is more likely to be 

respondents who do not classify themselves as being in a seaside location (61% give this 

answer). 

 

56%

17%

12%

9%
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Not relevant to my business

Don't think it will benef it my 
business

Don't know what to do
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‘How would it help me?’ 

11.9 One in six (17%) say it would not benefit their business – these respondents are all in the self 

catering and serviced accommodation sectors. 

 

Don’t know what to do 

11.10 Not knowing what activity to do – or how to do it – is a reason 12% of operators say they will 

not be doing anything the themed year in 2018. 

“We haven't received any information so wouldn't know what to do” 
Hostel, North 

 
“Need more information beforehand for small businesses” 

Self catering, North 

 

Time and money constraints 

11.11 While 7% of respondents say that they will not have time for any additional activity, through 

the open comments, further operators say that they would not be able to afford to undertake 

any activity. 

“Due to huge budget cuts and reduction of staffing levels we can't afford to observe 
the theme” 

Attraction, South East 
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 Wales Tourism Business Barometer 

 

 Summer Wave 2017 

 

Method Method 

 Tel ..........................................................................................................................................    

 Online .....................................................................................................................................    

 

Sector Sector 
 Serviced accommodation ..........................................................................................................    

 Self catering.............................................................................................................................    

 Caravan / campsite ...................................................................................................................    

 Hostel .....................................................................................................................................    

 Attraction .................................................................................................................................    

 Activity operator .......................................................................................................................    

 Restaurant / pub / cafe ..............................................................................................................    

 

Q1 Has your business been established for longer than 12 months? 
 Yes .............................................................    Go to Q2 

 No ..............................................................    Go to Q8 

 

Q2 Compared with the summer last year, how many visitors have you had this summer? 
 More than last year ...................................................................................................................    

 About the same as last year .......................................................................................................    

 Fewer than last year .................................................................................................................    

 Don't know ...............................................................................................................................    

 

Q3 Why would you say you have had more visitors? (UNPROMPTED, TICK ALL THAT 
APPLY) 

 Better weather..........................................................................................................................    

 Own marketing .........................................................................................................................    

 Repeat business.......................................................................................................................    

 Economic recovery ...................................................................................................................    

 Increased bookings through online agent (e.g. booking.com) .........................................................    

 Signed up with new agency (self catering) ...................................................................................    

 Recommendations ....................................................................................................................    

 Upturn in tourism ......................................................................................................................    

 Increased capacity ....................................................................................................................    

 Events in the area.....................................................................................................................    

 Improved rooms or facilities .......................................................................................................    

 More British people staying in the UK ..........................................................................................    

 More overseas visitors ..............................................................................................................    

 New management ....................................................................................................................    

 Don't know ...............................................................................................................................    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 
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Q4 Why would you say you have had fewer visitors? (UNPROMPTED, TICK ALL THAT 
APPLY) 

 Weather ..................................................................................................................................    

 Didn't promote the business / business winding down ...................................................................    

 Unforeseen problems ................................................................................................................    

 Economic climate .....................................................................................................................    

 Strong competition ....................................................................................................................    

 Downturn in tourism in the area ..................................................................................................    

 Fewer overseas visitors .............................................................................................................    

 Fewer British people holidaying in the UK ....................................................................................    

 Don't know ...............................................................................................................................    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 

 

Q5 How does your overall profitability to date this year compare with the same period last 
year? 

 Up on last year .........................................................................................................................    

 About the same as last year .......................................................................................................    

 Down on last year .....................................................................................................................    

 Don't know / refused .................................................................................................................    

 

Q6 Interviewer: record all useful comments on performance to date / this summer. 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q7 Looking ahead to the rest of the year how do you expect your level of visitors to 
compare to the same period last year? 

 Up on last year .........................................................................................................................    

 About the same as last year .......................................................................................................    

 Down on last year .....................................................................................................................    

 Don't know ...............................................................................................................................    

 

Q8 Overall, how confident are you for the rest of the year? 

 Very confident ..........................................................................................................................    

 Fairly confident .........................................................................................................................    

 Not very confident.....................................................................................................................    

 Not at all confident ....................................................................................................................    

 Don't know ...............................................................................................................................    

 

Q9 Interviewer: record all useful comments on expectations for the rest of the year 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q10 Are you aware of Visit Wales' themed years, such as Year of Adventure (last year) and 
Year of Legends (this year)? (Tick all that apply) 

 Year of Adventure.....................................................................................................................    

 Year of Legends .......................................................................................................................    

 Neither of the above..................................................................................................................    
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Q11 IF YES TO ANY IN Q10  
 
How did you hear about the themed years? (Prompt IF NECESSARY) 

 Television or other advertising for Wales .....................................................................................    

 Visit Wales email or newsletter ...................................................................................................    

 Social media ............................................................................................................................    

 Other tourism businesses ..........................................................................................................    

 Attending tourism industry event or roadshow ..............................................................................    

 Information on the Visit Wales website ........................................................................................    

 Information from my local tourism association or local authority ......................................................    

 Read the Industry Guide produced by Visit Wales ........................................................................    

 Other printed promotional materials ............................................................................................    

 Customers ...............................................................................................................................    

 Spoke to person from Visit Wales ...............................................................................................    

 Through a colleague / staff meeting ............................................................................................    

 Can't remember........................................................................................................................    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 

 

Q12 Did you undertake any additional or specific activity to tie in with the Year of Adventure 
or the Year of Legends? (If yes, prompt for which ones) 

 Yes - Year of Adventure ............................................................................................................    

 Yes - Year of Legends ..............................................................................................................    

 No ..........................................................................................................................................    

 

Q13 IF YES TO ANY IN Q12  
 
What additional or specific activity did you undertake? (Prompt if necessary) 

 Told my customers about it ........................................................................................................    

 Produced specific visitor information ...........................................................................................    

 Included messages in my own marketing materials/website ...........................................................    

 Included the branding/digital banners supplied by Visit Wales on my own promotional materials ........    

 Organised a special event or activity to tie in with the theme ..........................................................    

 Participated in special event, activity or promotion organised by others to tie in with the theme ..........    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 

 

Q14 IF NO TO Q12  
 
Why did you not undertake any additional or specific activity? (Do not read out) 

 Did not have the time ................................................................................................................    

 Themes not relevant to my business ...........................................................................................    

 Did not have enough notice .......................................................................................................    

 Didn't know what to do ..............................................................................................................    

 Winding the business down .......................................................................................................    

 Didn't need to - happy with business as it is .................................................................................    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 
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Q15 (IF ANY IN Q10) 
 
To what extent do you feel your business has benefitted from the Year of Adventure or 
the Year of Legends? (Prompted) 

 Very positive benefits ................................................................................................................    

 Fairly positive benefits ...............................................................................................................    

 Neither positive nor negative ......................................................................................................    

 Fairly negative impact ...............................................................................................................    

 Very negative impact ................................................................................................................    

 

Q16 IF VERY OR FAIRLY POSITIVE  
 
In what way(s) has your business benefited? (Do not read out) 

 Increased visitors .....................................................................................................................    

 Longer stays ............................................................................................................................    

 More satisfied visitors................................................................................................................    

 Good for Wales in general .........................................................................................................    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 

 

Q17 ALL 
 
Do you know that 2018 is the Year of Sea? 

 Yes .........................................................................................................................................    

 No ..........................................................................................................................................    

 

Q18 IF AWARE 
 
What activity, if any, are you planning to do, or are keen to do for the Year of Sea? 
(Prompt if necessary) 

 Produce specific visitor information .............................................................................................    

 Include messages in marketing materials/website.........................................................................    

 Include the branding/digital banners on promotional materials ........................................................    

 Organise a special event or activity to tie in with the theme ............................................................    

 Participate in special event, activity or promotion organised by others to tie in with the theme ............    

 Not sure yet .............................................................................................................................    

 Nothing ...................................................................................................................................    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 

 

Q19 IF NOTHING IN Q18  
 
Why not? (Do not read out) 

 Will not have the time ................................................................................................................    

 Not relevant to my business .......................................................................................................    

 Don't know what to do ...............................................................................................................    

 Don't think it will benefit my business ..........................................................................................    

 Winding the business down .......................................................................................................    

 Don't need to - happy with business as it is ..................................................................................    

 Other ......................................................................................................................................    

  Please specify other ___________________________________________ 
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Q20 Record any useful comments on the themed years, what they are doing and how they 
have benefited 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q21 Which of the following best describes the location of your business? (Read out) 
 In or near a city or large town .....................................................................................................    

 In or near a small town ..............................................................................................................    

 In the open countryside .............................................................................................................    

 Near the seaside ......................................................................................................................    

 

Q22 Could I just confirm whether your business is graded or accredited by Visit Wales? 
 Yes .........................................................................................................................................    

 No ..........................................................................................................................................    

 

 Thank you for your time 

 

Region Region of Wales 

 North.......................................................................................................................................    

 Mid .........................................................................................................................................    

 South West ..............................................................................................................................    

 South East ...............................................................................................................................    

 

Company  

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

LA LA 
 Blaenau Gwent  ........................................................................................................................    

 Bridgend..................................................................................................................................    

 Caerphilly ................................................................................................................................    

 Cardiff .....................................................................................................................................    

 Carmarthenshire.......................................................................................................................    

 Ceredigion ...............................................................................................................................    

 Conwy .....................................................................................................................................    

 Denbighshire............................................................................................................................    

 Flintshire .................................................................................................................................    

 Gwynedd .................................................................................................................................    

 Isle of Anglesey ........................................................................................................................    

 Merthyr Tydfil ...........................................................................................................................    

 Monmouthshire ........................................................................................................................    

 Neath Port Talbot .....................................................................................................................    

 Newport ..................................................................................................................................    

 Powys .....................................................................................................................................    

 Pembrokeshire .........................................................................................................................    

 Rhondda Cynon Taf ..................................................................................................................    

 Swansea .................................................................................................................................    

 Torfaen ...................................................................................................................................    

 Vale of Glamorgan ....................................................................................................................    

 Wrexham .................................................................................................................................    
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